FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Seven Riders. One Guru. The Adventure of A Lifetime
up to the Highest Pass in the Himalayas on Motorcycles

THE HIGHEST PASS

With Original Music by Jon Anderson of YES
Premiering in Los Angeles on April 27, 2012
_________________________________________________________________________________
LOS ANGELES (March 1, 2012) – Part heart‐pounding adventure, part spiritual quest, THE HIGHEST
PASS, a feature length documentary directed by Jon Fitzgerald, will premiere in Los Angeles at
Laemmle’s in Santa Monica starting April 27, 2012. The award‐winning film shares the journey of
seven seekers who follow a guru with a Vedic death prophecy on a motorcycle trip up to the highest
pass of the Indian Himalayas. Jon Anderson, lead vocal for YES, wrote two original songs for the film
including the title song, “The Highest Pass.”
A young guru, Anand Mehrotra, asks his followers to join him in India on a motorcycle journey that
will begin in Rishikesh, the birthplace of yoga, and will end in the high mountain region of Ladakh.
Adam Schomer accepts the challenge, even though he’s never ridden a motorcycle and joins
Mehrotra, who at twenty‐seven bears a prophecy that he will die in an accident before the age of
thirty. They are joined by five men including: Paul Greene (entrepreneur), Mike Owen (stuntman),
Eric Braff (graphic designer), Brooks Hale (Broadway producer), Rich Parkerson (technology
entrepreneur) and one woman, Ariana de Bonvoisin (author). Their expedition will take them 2000
km over some of the most dangerous roads in the world where they ultimately climb over the highest
motorable mountain pass on Earth meet a Tibetan oracle. Each rider will face his or her own form of
‘death.’ Says Schomer, “I don’t ride motorcycles, I think they are dangerous. So I just said ‘yes.’”
‐More‐
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Schomer, who has his worst fears exposed in the film, is also the writer and producer. He has been a
student of Mehrotra’s Sattva yoga for three years. This is his first feature documentary production
with a second documentary, WHEN THE DUST SETTLES, which takes a deep look into the effects of
nuclear testing on the children of Kazakhstan, currently in post‐production.
This is the second documentary for Fitzgerald (THE BACK NINE/Magnolia), the former festival director
of the American Film Institute, Santa Barbara International Film Festival and Abu Dhabi Film Festival.
He is also one of the original founders of the Slamdance Film Festival. Fitzgerald, who recently
launched Cinecause.com, a web platform that connects socially relevant films to related causes, says
of the experience, “I recognized how many obstacles we would face, challenges on every level,
particularly from a production standpoint. Yet, I also knew, selfishly, that I would grow as a person
through the experience of being led by a modern yogi in the most spiritual places of India.“
Anderson, leader singer of YES, wrote two songs for the film (“The Highest Pass” and “Waking Up”)
with composer Michael Mollura. Mollura’s work has been heard in HBO’s HOT COFFEE and CLIMATE
REFUGEES.
The film won the Spotlight Award at Topanga and has also received the Audience Award at San Diego
Film Festival and the Jury Prize for Best Documentary at the Naples International Film Festival.
Synopsis:
Adam Schomer meets a modern guru, Anand Mehrotra, and they plan a motorcycle expedition on
some of the most dangerous roads in the world ‐‐ the highest passes of the Himalayas in Northern
India. They convince a team of seven intrepid souls to join them and share in what will surely become
a journey of a lifetime. These riders are guided by the inspired teachings of Anand, who himself bears
the burden of a Vedic prophecy that predicts he will die in his late twenties in an accident. He is that
age when he leads the group with fearlessness and wisdom reminding them that, “Only the ones who
dies, truly lives.” Over 21 days and up to an elevation of 18,000 feet along a winding road, they never
let low oxygen, altitude sickness, river‐flooded roads, icy edges, snow and loaded trucks dampen their
spirits or, ultimately, their deeper selves.
www.thehighestpass.com | @thehighestpass | www.facebook.com/thehighestpass
Clips & trailer: http://vimeo.com/album/1810109
ABOUT CINEMA LIBRE: Cinema Libre Studio is a leader in distributing social‐issue documentaries and
features by passionate filmmakers. Headquartered in Los Angeles, the Cinema Libre team has
released over one hundred films including the Sundance Audience Award‐Winning FUEL, THE END OF
POVERTY?, Rachid Bouchareb’s LONDON RIVER and Oliver Stone’s SOUTH OF THE BORDER. The
studio is developing John Perkins’ best‐selling memoirs, CONFESSIONS OF AN ECONOMIC HIT MAN,
into a major motion picture. For more information and updates, please visit:
www.cinemalibrestudio.com| Updates | Facebook | Twitter .
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DETAILS & CONTACTS:
THE HIGHEST PASS opens April 27, 2012 in Los Angeles at:
Laemmle’s Monica 4‐plex
1332 2nd Street
Santa Monica, 90401
310‐478‐3836
www.laemmle.com
Laemmle’s Playhouse 7
673 East Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91101
310.478.3836
www.laemmle.com
For screener or interviews, contact Beth Portello, bportello@cinemalibrestudio.com
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